to delmore schwartz's stuffed duck
After their first meeting, in the fall of 1947, Lowell wrote to Moore hoping to arrange another visit; she had already returned to Brooklyn, but responded, with prescience: "I am glad to know that I have met you, even if somewhat blindly. With your tasks and not much time to write, I hope you do not feel weighted down or that you struggle;-in other words, that results do not cost too dear" (MS Am 1905:859). Moore's hope is moving, not simply in light of Lowell's subsequent and much documented struggles. The attitude that emerges in his letters to Moore, especially during crises, is one of admiration and almost of reliance. Suffering from a manic episode in 1961, he sent Moore a letter with his own translation of the Lord's Prayer; he ended, "Could one say of our Lord . . . [that] 'He is a real pigmy in a world of fake giants'?," echoing her "imaginary gardens with real toads" from the early version of "Poetry" (Letters 748). 4 The two poets also read together, attended conferences together, and judged poetry competitions together; in 1958 Lowell heard Moore read at Brandeis in May, and at the Boston Public Garden in June. He praised her not-often-defended fables, telling Bishop that "The Fontaine read very dramatically; I must buy them" (Letters 322), and even tried his hand at adapting La Fontaine himself; the manuscript bears the all-caps, struck-out dedication TO MARI-ANNE MOORE (MS Am 1905 :2777 .
Around 1946, Lowell began drafting "To Delmore Schwartz." It recalls a night when he and Schwartz drank gin and talked until dawn, in a room filled with cigarette smoke and a refrigerator's "gurgled mustard gas" (Collected Poems 157, henceforth CP). It commemorates its young, swaggering, "nobly mad" poets by putting them in a gallery of exclusively male visionaries. To give their suffering-and their Romantic sensibility-an epigraph, Schwartz misquotes Wordsworth: "We poets in our youth begin in sadness; / thereof in the end come despondency and madness." Coleridge appears as a portrait, "his eyes lost in flesh, lips baked and black," like a dissipated corpse. As the night wears on, Schwartz invokes not only Joyce and Freud (whose surnames, he implies, are as close as one can get to joy or Freude) but Stalin, who "has had two cerebral hemorrhages!" and who adds a literal collapse to this troubled gathering.
Marjorie Perloff argues that "despite [its] emphasis on decay, disease, and death, 'To Delmore Schwartz' is less a depressing poem than a loving one " (1973:37) , as well as a comic one. While this view of the tone seems exactly right, Perloff suggests that the tone derives from the poem's retrospection: that Lowell, speaking from a distance of years, is able to look back on himself with irony. But according to Philip Beard, the poem's "composition began around the time of its 1946 setting" (47), and its revisions occurred during the period in which both poets' lives became more, not less, turbulent. As Alex Runchman summarizes, Schwartz "was ravaged by mental illness, paranoia, and addictions to Nembutal, Dexedrine, and alcohol, all of which had begun to affect him as early as the early-1940s" (6) , and in 1957 he was committed to Bellevue Hospital for a week. Lowell, struggling with manic depression, was hospitalized in 1949, in 1952, in 1954 , and again in the winter of 1958 (CP 1166). By the late 1940's, despondency and madness were threatening both men. How then does the poem achieve its tones? Certainly the duck is one source of humor. It presides over the middle of the poem, and "cool[s]" the poets' "universal / Angst":
Your stuffed duck craned toward Harvard from my trunk:
its bill was a black whistle, and its brow was high and thinner than a baby's thumb; its webs were tough as toenails on its bough.
It was your first kill: you had rushed it home, pickled in a tin wastebasket of rumit looked through us, as if it'd died dead drunk.
You must have propped its eyelids with a nail, and yet it lived with us and met our stare, Most of "To Delmore Schwartz" is characteristic of Lowell, such as the erratically rhymed, burly pentameter, and the triple adjectives of "Rabelaisian, lubricious, drugged." The ending, however, is unlike anything else in Life Studies: it drops pentameter for much more spindly lines, and full rhymes give way to comically forced ones that break words in mid-sense:
The Charles River was turning silver. In the ebblight of morning, we stuck the duck 's webfoot, like a candle, in a quart of gin we'd killed.
In what we might call an anticipatory elegy for the mythically selfdestructive, manic-depressive Schwartz, Lowell adopts-or burlesquesseveral of Moore's most distinctive characteristics. Lowell's tactile, jarring metaphors-the bill as "a black whistle," the brow "high and thinner than a baby's thumb," the webs as "tough as toenails"-recall how Moore gives a moth's wings "backgammon-board wedges" (Complete Poems 151, hereafter CPMM), or turns a lizard's tail into piano keys (CPMM 22). As Hugh Kenner notes, her language "does not worry about congruousness"; rather, Moore's poems "deal in many separate acts of attention all close up; optical puns, seen by snapshot, in a poetic normally governed by the eye, sometimes by the ears and fingers, ultimately by the moral sense" (92). Lowell's similarly disjointed, tangible, figurative language contemplates the dead duck as Moore contemplates living creatures. (The title of one early draft was simply "To Delmore Schwartz's stuffed duck" [MS Am 1905 :2091 .) Lowell's wrenched rhymes, which express the breaking off of the duck's foot with gruesome comedy, are also reminiscent of Moore's broken rhymes, such as "the physical features of // ac-/ cident-lack / of cornice" (CPMM 33), or "init-/ ial great truths . . . the short-legged, fit-/ ful advance" (CPMM 41). 5 What Anne Ferry calls Moore's "agrammatical" and "vehemently anticonventional rhymes" (441) appear in Lowell as off-kilter, perhaps a little slurred or determinedly articulated: the speaker is drunk, but he does his best to make his word-endings sound alike, as he is careful to get the foot into the quart bottle. The gin bottle could be one of Moore's found objects, such as those collected in "People's Surroundings" (CPMM 55). It also recalls her poems that explore a moral quality through an object, as in the study of human error and grace in "The Pangolin" (CPMM 117), though here of course the technique is turned to an entirely un-Moore-like, drunken, use. But Lowell is not only showcasing an object and an emblematic creature: he is recalling the aptness of container and contained described, for example, in "The Jerboa," where "goose-grease" is kept in boxes engraved with "a duck-wing // or reverted duck-/ head," and where "locust oil [is kept] in stone locusts" (CPMM 23). Just as these items show a delight in fittingness, Schwartz's literally pickled duck finds a bottle that suits it: doubly suitable, actually, in that the duck killed by Schwartz goes in a "killed" bottle.
Moore is pointedly not a guest at this intemperate night, which she would have detested. In half-parodying her and half-parodying his poète maudit self, Lowell has in mind the praise of readers like W. H. Auden, who said that Moore's poems "delight, not only because they are intelligent, sensitive and beautifully written, but also because they convince the reader that they have been written by someone who is personally good" (305). Moore's way of seeing glints against Lowell's projecting, by which even the refrigerator has to gurgle something as dire and threatening as "mustard gas." It is a nice coincidence that the sounds of Moore turn out to be hidden within Delmore Schwartz's own name, just as her poetics are embedded within the poem.
The echoes at the end of "To Delmore Schwartz" are essentially recognizable: they are ironic. But their position is significant. Because Moore appears at the very end of the poem, there is an intimation that she has the last word (an effect that would be lost if the poem had begun with an evocation from which it then departed). The reminders of Moore's controlled, observing style-the little, off-kilter lines that resist the grand, sweeping pentameter-puncture Lowell's "universal / Angst," and call the self-commemorating evening into question.
a town like this
At the end of Life Studies, Lowell alludes to Moore in a less classifiable way, through a number of nearly undetectable echoes. "Skunk Hour" opens from an unsituated perspective, looking at parts of a town and some of its characters from a distance: When acknowledging his poem's inspiration in the quatrains of Bishop's "The Armadillo," Lowell noted that each "start[s] with drifting description," and uses "short line stanzas" (Prose 227). Lowell does, of course, draw on Bishop, and have discussed. Hugh McIntosh has described how the poet "cut ['The Armadillo'] out of the New Yorker in June and carried it around with him for months" (235). Lowell's scene turns to a dark night, as Bishop's does; the physical threat and distress that threaten her creatures becomes, in his poem, an equally frightening mental danger; and like Bishop, Lowell ends with a single animal. "Skunk Hour" is at least equally close to Moore's "The SteepleJack," which opens her Collected Poems of 1951. 6 Lowell's drifting description of a seaside village, and his six-line, heterometric stanzas, recall Moore's landscape and six-line stanza quite distinctly. While the tones of these two poems diverge substantially, Moore's poem provides both a formal and a topographical armature for Lowell's. Each stanza of "The Steeple-Jack" is in lines of 11, 10, 14, 8, 8 , and 3 syllables, expanding in the middle and contracting at the sixth line. It begins from a distance, with a frame; a spectator thinks of a potential resident: Lowell's much looser sestets also generally expand in the middle, to a dozen or more syllables; the lines that open and close each stanza may have as few as three syllables, tapering like Moore's short last lines. After the free verse and occasional pentameter that fills Parts III and IV of Life Studies, Lowell's sestet emerges all the more markedly as a uniquely shaped, six-line stanza.
Within this structure, slight echoes begin to add up. Individually, they are minute; but Hollander suggests what minute accumulations can do together: even "a single word" can be "echoed in conjunction with a rhymed or assonant one, so that we have the effect of a whole phrase being transmitted, partly in clear focus and partly blurred" (94). Lowell's first stanza picks up Moore's "living in a town like this" for his hermit heiress, who "lives" near or in the village. Both poems open with the idea of dwelling near the ocean; Moore imagines "sea air coming into your house"; the hermit heiress "in her Spartan cottage" has sheep that "graze above the sea." Moore's thought of Dürer, and her elaborate conflation of life and art into "water etched / with waves as formal as the scales / on a fish" return more basely in Lowell's millionaire, "who seemed to leap from an L. L. Bean / catalogue." And the general air of aesthetic appreciation heard in Moore's poem-with its emphasis on "whales / to look at," and its sea compared to a peacock's neck-deteriorates into the heiress's "buy [ing] up all / the eyesores facing her shore" only to let them fall.
After this opening, Moore's poem pans across the sea and then moves into the town, passing a "twenty-five pound lobster" and "fishnets arranged to dry" before an abundant list of what flora and fauna are and are not there. The scene is active and manifestly wholesome; things are being maintained or repaired. The second half shifts to a more particular perspective: that of a "college student / named Ambrose," from whose eyes we see the church that the Steeple Jack climbs. The poem ends on a note of resolution and certainty, looking at the church's "solid-/ pointed star, which on a steeple / stands for hope." (Moore spends a number of lines on the building, beginning with the "pitch / of the church // spire"; Lowell will pick up the church's whitewashed columns and spire in his "chalk-dry and spar spire / of the Trinitarian Church.") While Moore's speaker seems an outsider, Lowell presents himself as someone who knows the town all too well. As Steven Gould Axelrod has noted, he describes the scene "carefully," establishing "a spatial relation to the Maine locale" (131). He sketches a picture of what he later called a "dawdling more or less amiable declining Maine sea town" (Prose 226). That prose account continues: "I move from the ocean inland. Sterility howls through the scenery, but I try to give a tone of tolerance, humor, and randomness to the sad prospect." Like Moore, Lowell moves to the interior. By the end of the poem he is on his "back steps," which brings his landscape one tiny detail closer to that of "The Steeple-Jack," which pauses on "vines trained on fishing-twine / at the back door" (CPMM 6). Again, such echoes are very faint: it is their frequency and pervasiveness that makes them significant. They recall Andrew Elfenbein's summary of how a reader tends not to memorize exact "strips of language" but to "form abstract mental representations of a text" (486). Lowell's unobtrusive framework, on which a few wordfor-word correspondences glitter, suggests a scene dimly remembered.
The sterility that Lowell mentions above is everywhere. We have already seen how Moore's observing gusto is reduced to an attempt to get rid of eyesores. Her fishnets have become nonfunctional, not "arranged to dry" (as those in "The Steeple-Jack" are) but simply arranged, pure decoration: "his fishnet's filled with orange cork." Moore's lists of shops and buildings have shrunk to the decorator's one store. Her variety of flora and fauna-"the trumpet-vine, / fox-glove, giant snap-dragon" and so on, through three stanzas-is shrunk to a single sentence: "A red fox stain covers Blue Hill." And just as Moore moves from near-omniscience to Ambrose's more situated position on a hill, Lowell makes a similar shift at the exact midpoint of his poem. His, however, is far more subject-oriented:
One dark night, While Ambrose "sits on the hillside" and "sees boats // at sea progress," Lowell-sitting on his grim hill-turns boats into "love-cars," lying "hull to hull" (a hull being the main body of a vessel). Now the Moore landscape on which stanzas 1-4 are modelled recedes from view, and Lowell moves into a realm of frightening instability: "My mind's not right."
Lowell's use of "The Steeple-Jack" appears to be a contrastive allusion of a relatively usual kind, at least at first glance. "The Steeple-Jack" was repeatedly singled out as an embodiment of Moore's virtues and equilibrium; Blackmur, for example, declared that it "bring[s] us in the end an emotion as clean, as ordered, as startling as the landscape which yields it" (243). In Lowell, however, Moore's town, with its "simple people" and variety of budding flowers, becomes a scene of isolated characters and a "red fox stain." He recalls her poem and its clean, ordered, startling landscape to contrast it with his own pervasive depression. Such an allusion could be read as purely revisionary, the kind of uneasy agonistic allusion that Sandra Gilbert perceives in the poem's first words. Noting the setting of "Nautilus Island," she suggests that the hermit heiress "(whose 'son's a bishop') may subtextually-and no doubt quite unconsciously-allude to Marianne Moore, the 'hermit heiress' of American poetry whose 'The Paper Nautilus' was an important precursor poem about female power and whose poetic 'son' was the very Elizabeth Bishop to whom 'Skunk Hour' is dedicated" (77). 7 Lowell might call Moore's scene up to leave it behind, as he moves to night, to the first person, and to a single lonely encounter which becomes the epitome of confessional poetry.
But the nature of Lowell's allusion becomes more complicated, indirectly, through complaints about "Skunk Hour." Perloff, for example, admonishes Lowell for what she takes to be judgmental oversimplifying: "Nowhere in the second half of the poem does Lowell imply that [his] jaundiced picture of eccentric old ladies, nouveau riche summer visitors, and gay decorators, should be qualified " (2003:87) . Rather, he "tries to make his own malaise representative of the larger condition of an America in decline, a civilization run down and given to capitalist greed" (2003:88). Lowell does qualify his speaker, however, by including echoes of the same landscape seen by a markedly different poet. Though he seems to disparage a barren and decrepit town, it gradually becomes apparent that Lowell's town is a caricature of the flourishing town Moore depicted with almost photographic verisimilitude-and that Lowell's changes are an artifact of the alienated, unbalanced speaker. By scaffolding his poem onto "The Steeple-Jack," Lowell reveals how thoroughly his own jaded tone has distorted the landscape Moore saw clearly. It is a tacit acknowledgment that Lowell himself is the one whose sight is diseased.
Lowell's use of allusion complicates Hollander's dictum that "the later, present text . . . has many sorts of priority over what has been recalled in it" (62). Here the later text does not have a strong sense of priority; rather, it self-consciously undermines its implicit priority. In "To Delmore Schwartz," Lowell as good as gives Moore the last word, thereby unsettling or at least muddling his parodic effects. Lowell's allusions to "The Steeple-Jack" continue to complicate the relation between source and present text. Moore's poem-a study of a landscape looked at with interest, pleasure, and detail-lends strength and authenticity to the text that echoes it (and lacks it). Moore's appears as the more dependable view, faintly evoked as it is. As Lowell's speaker threatens to disintegrate, and says that his mind is "not right," the alternate sensibility that has been evoked by "The Steeple-Jack" remains steady behind it. Lowell's poem seems to give way to Moore's.
only skunks
Toward the end of "Skunk Hour," Lowell's isolation is at its height. As he stands on the "hill's skull," A car radio bleats, She jabs her wedge-head in a cup of sour cream, drops her ostrich tail, and will not scare.
These skunks have been construed as inspirational or menacing, just as the poem has been portrayed as despairing (or not) to various degrees. On the one hand, Gilbert calls them "Hell's totemic animals" (77), and Axelrod reads them as "domineering and 'moonstruck,' a bestial, morally repugnant occupation army" (131). Edward Brunner, on the other hand, finds that the skunk "breaks the chain of self-absorption that has been building through the final poems of the sequence; her refusal to acknowledge his intensity releases him and grants closure to the poem and the sequence" (251). 8 These disparate interpretations suggest the ambiguity of the last two stanzas, as well as a significant change within them. At first, with their "moonstruck eyes' red fire," the skunks take after Lowell, who has said that his "mind's not right"; he projects his own state onto the skunks. As they come nearer and are better observed, however, they become a "mother" and a "column of kittens." Within a line and half, they begin to bring the poem's diction away from the stagy and tragic, back to what is at hand. The speaker, now closer, can see the mother skunk jab her wedge-head into a comically mundane cup of sour cream.
There is another poem that features a skunk's entrance prominently, and which sheds further light on Lowell's tone. After a title that doubles as its first line, Moore's "The Wood-Weasel" emerges daintily, the skunk- This is a poem of praise and welcome; it defends the animal's defenses, even if they force him to be "Out-/ lawed." Although Moore's spirited declaration that "only / wood-weasels will associate with me" is at a considerable tonal remove from Lowell's vaguely dismissive "only skunks," that shared adjective points out that the poems each end with an oddly similar image: a speaker whose only company is skunks. Moore's skunk is a "noble little warrior"; Lowell's skunk has a similarly militaristic, mock-heroic "column of kittens."
Lowell's skunks "march . . . up Main Street" briskly and purposefully, as Moore's wood-weasel has "powerful feet" with which to "go about." 9 ("I've been working like a skunk, doggedly," Lowell told Randall Jarrell in 1957 [Letters 297]; his less-than-idiomatic simile might owe its determination to Moore's determined skunk.) Before the skunks troop in, Lowell thinks of his hand as being "at its throat," detached even from his own body. In the final stanza, he is able to say, with a straightforward pronoun, "I breathe the rich air." 10 The curious euphemism of "rich air" has a faint precedent, too. In response to the idea that this pungent animal is "out-/lawed," Moore praises his "sweet" face, notes that he is "his own protection from the moth," and otherwise disregards the bad smell. Moore's poem ignores the perils of "associat[ing]" with skunks; similarly, Lowell does not seem to realize that, had his skunk been "scare[d]" into raising her tail, the situation would be more dire. His skunks ventilate the poem, despite their odor. And when he transforms their scent to "rich air," he also evokes "The Steeple-Jack," whose peculiar juxtaposition of beached, decomposing whales and "sweet sea air" had made an early impression on him-in a letter to Bishop, he referred to "The Steeple-Jack" as "The Sweet Dead Whale" (Letters 97).
To begin exploring the effects of these correspondences, we should glance at one more moment from Lowell's letters to Bishop. In a December 1957 letter, Lowell told Bishop he was dedicating the poem to her, adding: "But really I've just broken through to where you've always been and gotten rid of my medieval armor's undermining" (Letters 306). Although that image anticipates Lowell's explanation of how his earlier, heavily rhetorical poems "seemed like prehistoric monsters dragged down into the bog and death by their ponderous armor" (Prose 227), it also recalls the oddly phrased title of "Armor's Undermining Modesty," the last poem in Moore's 1951 Collected. Lowell claims to have rid himself of the thick, "undermining" atmosphere of his earlier work; but in "Skunk Hour" he does so, in part, through the famously armored poet. 11 The word Lowell does not quote is key: "modesty," of powerful restraint and obliqueness, suggests a way out of the excess of direct statement. Given Lowell's reputation for egotistical self-display, the muted allusions in "Skunk Hour" are unexpected and intriguing. Lowell is not supposed to be a strong observer of matters beyond his own psyche; that he should allude to Moore indicates more mindfulness-of both his own style, and that of his precursor-than has been recognized. The sociable, outlawed skunk that lingers behind Lowell's poem is not only a literal reminder of something that exists beyond the poet's self-absorption. The skunks call up an emblem of what is "playful," "determin[ed]," and "adaptiv[e]," a creature who "will not scare." Lowell's echoes of Moore acknowledge a kind of poetics opposite Lowell's own-though they do so without satirical aim or antagonism. Moore confronts him with poems that convey feeling not by dramatics and violence, but by implication and "craft" (R. W. Flint's word for her artful, evasive revelations).
In "As We Like It: Miss Moore and the Delight of Imitation" (1948), Bishop made an unexpected link between Moore and another very different writer: "although it might have surprised him, one might almost say that in some respects Miss Moore is Poe's Ideal Poet, the one he was unable to be himself" (257, emphasis added). That last phrase is equally apt for Lowell's relation to Moore. "The Wood-Weasel" is one of six poems comprising Nevertheless (1944) . The title poem lists things that grow in unpromising circumstances, declaring that "The weak overcomes its / menace, the strong over-/ comes itself" (CPMM 126). The final poem, "In Distrust of Merits," again focuses on the forces of complacency and evil within: "the disease, My / Self" (CPMM 137). In the Collected of 1951, Moore repeatedly praises those who are "uncursed by self-inspection" (CPMM 150), and who "did not let self / bar their usefulness to others who were / different" (CPMM 152). Her avoidance and overt dismissal of self-absorption reproached the poet of Life Studies, who treats his own suffering at length (early in the volume, he refers to himself as a "blear-eyed ego" [CP 114]). Immediately after Lowell says "I myself am hell; / nobody's here," he is presented with a silent, nonchalant contradiction of his alienation. The skunks challenge his solitude; simultaneously, they evoke Moore's poetry, and a counter to Lowell's grand, anguished style. Her poetry embodies clarity, a sense of proportion and of play, a lack of posturing, and an ability to regard closely something other than the self. As Flint's letter argued, Moore was at her most self-revealing when seeming to talk about something else entirely.
While Lowell adopts Moore's skunk's sturdy tread, he mutes her poem's explicit admiration. Rather, the echo suggests a dim recollection of liveliness and stability. It is a submerged reminder of the characteristics Lowell's speaker lacks. Lowell's evocation of a markedly unlike poet, without mockery, is not adequately explained by Bloom's idea of allusion as competitive, antagonistic, and appropriative; Lowell is in effect not revising Moore, and not ironically evoking her poetry. Nor is this situation covered in Ricks's answering idea of a tribute and passed baton; though Lowell admired her work, he could not follow its model. Rather, his evocation of "The Wood-Weasel" and several other Moore poems confesses a limitation. Allusion, he shows us, can be a means of admitting that one's own work lacks a strength of the source text.
This distinction-that allusion can admit a predecessor's strengths, and one's inability to emulate that predecessor-points to a related possibility for allusion. Allusion need not be a taking over: it is also a means of giving way. When Lowell's allusions bring an utterly different poet into his poem, that other sensibility begins changing the poem from within. This sense of "allusion" departs somewhat from the way allusion is traditionally described. To use Machacek's clarifying terms, the source (here, Moore) is a spur; it is taken up by a reprise. In most accounts, the spur is heard in the background, as something that the reprise alters and comments on, whether it is striving in willful revision or paying grateful tribute. Lowell's allusion does not work in either of these ways. It differs from most descriptions of allusion, and not simply Bloom's language of power and strength. Robert Alter, for example, writes of the new text actively working on the old: writers "enter into a dialogue or debate with their predecessors, recycling bits and pieces of earlier texts, giving them a fresh application, a nuance of redefinition, a radically new meaning, a different function, an unanticipated elaboration" (114). Hollander describes allusion as "poetic infringement on personal rights through direct or inherent quotation" (73), and Peter Nicholls calls allusion a way for poets "to negotiate the matter of their own newness and originality in relation to a tradition which might be felt as either provocation or constraint" (12) . 12 The act of allusion is undeniably one-way: new texts can allude to older ones, and never vice-versa. The effects of allusion, however, can be less straightforward. Just as the skunks interrupt Lowell's solitude, the evocation of Moore actually alters the tone of his final stanzas. Allusion not only conjures another voice: it can, in some contexts, let that voice take over, however briefly. 13 Lowell reveals a source that is not simply a point of departure, but also something that infiltrates.
Why would Lowell want another poet to infiltrate his poem? One answer lies in his attitude toward his own self-absorbed, self-scrutinizing poetics. Throughout his career, Lowell sought "to break loose, like the Chinook / Salmon" (CP 383), and to escape what Jarrell called "the stasis or inertia of the complacent self" (75). 14 In the third-to-last stanza of "Skunk Hour," he is explicit about this desire: "I myself am hell" echoes Milton's alienated Satan, who exclaims "Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell" (Paradise Lost IV.75). To borrow a description from Alan Richardson's study of Romantic poets, Satan has come "to exemplify a tragically limiting, isolated self-consciousness in the allusive iconography of mental theater" (15). When the isolated, self-conscious Lowell quotes Satan's tormented declaration, he does so in a moment of attempted confession-but it only mires him further. The act of explicit statement simply pushes Lowell's tone further into its "hell" of self-scrutiny and wallowing; he is at his grandest and stagiest. Lowell's self is still behind his quotation from Milton: the reference comes from the very consciousness (with the addition of an idiomatic "I," doubling the emphasis on "myself") he finds hellish.
But by indirectly pointing to a difference, Lowell can elude that cycle of thinking about himself. His poem's covert allusions provide a way out; they allow him, briefly, to get clear of his own poetics, and out of the bind he is placed in by persona. Lowell could not do this directly; if the speaker of "Skunk Hour" had actually said "I wish I were writing something other than this melodramatic poem; I wish I could be more like Moore, but I can't," the act of saying it would come from that same place of posturing and self-absorption, and it would be subsumed into the poem's other stagy utterances. Explicit, deliberate allusions are made by a self-conscious speaker, and would not extricate him from his relentless self-regard. The echoes of Moore at the poem's end, however, are so faint that they do not seem to come from the speaker at all. They seem unbidden and unwilled, out of nowhere, like the thoroughly unselfconscious and unlooked-for skunks; and they let Lowell say something he could not say in persona. 15 By covert allusion, Lowell eludes his poses.
When Moore appears in his poem, her poetry isn't transformed: it transforms Lowell's. The echoes that surface at the end of "Skunk Hour" shine through his turmoil; the skunk that marches in causes him to observe clearly and closely, and to adopt some of Moore's tones of interest and praise. 16 These echoes call in his poetic opposite. That opposite changes his poem; it brings him subtler and defter means of implication; it allows him to conclude Life Studies with a move away from the self that dominated its pages. Lowell shows us that allusion, especially submerged allusion, can be a way to escape one's own manner and one's own self.
animals are more instinctive virtuosi
Such allusions may seem as if they are as close as Lowell can get to imitating Moore, which is nearly true: "To Delmore Schwartz" is his most concentrated imitation of Moore's form, and "Skunk Hour" shows his most concentrated echoes of specific poems. But the release from self-absorption that Lowell finds in alluding to Moore does lead to another principle of getting past one's self and style. This principle is evident in how both poets transfer the characteristics of one animal to another. Lowell is not typically thought of as an animal poet, but as a political poet, surrounded by books in Boston, one whose alternately oracular or solipsistic mode prevents him from noticing the organic life around him. But Lowell attends to animal life habitually. His Collected Poems is a bestiary, like Moore's, and one that needs more attention; to picture Lowell's poetry without its creatures is to picture a much flatter book. Just as Moore finds animals to be "subjects for art and exemplars of it" because they "[mind] their own business" (Complete Prose 552), animals give Lowell a way to evade thoughts of himself.
First, each poet is willing to make intensely variegated comparisons. Lowell's Collected contains a number of images that seem modelled on Moore. The first poem of Part IV of Life Studies describes a music-hall poster featuring women with "goose necks, glorious signatures, beauty-moles / and coils of hair like rooster tails" (CP 166). It echoes Moore's blazon poem, which pictures a woman's hair as "the tails of two / fighting-cocks head to head in stone" (CPMM 51). Lowell's "glorious signatures"-an odd feature in a list of physical characteristics-pick up that same poem's glance at the woman's "raised hand, / an ambiguous signature." But what is most salient, however, is the way each poet depicts a woman through objects so disparate that the images push against each other on the page. An arresting simile from the next poem in Life Studies again echoes Moore: "in a tobacco tin after capture, the umber yellow mature newts / lost their leopard spots, / lay grounded as numb / as scrolls of candied grapefruit peel" (CP 169). This comparison, with its feeling of loss and immobility, parallels Moore's observation of the plumed basilisk: "when captured-stiff / and somewhat heavy, like fresh putty on the hand-he is no longer // the slight lizard that / can stand in a receding flattened / S" (CPMM 22). Both animals, "capture [d] ," stay prone; one turns from a "flattened S" to "fresh putty," the other to "scrolls of candied grapefruit peel."
Moore's metaphors are indecorous and disorienting, full of changes of scale, perspective, texture, and register. Such heterogeneity is also evident in Lowell, whose late poem "Unwanted" offers a tentative, retrospective description of his metaphorical technique and its consequence: I was surer, wasn't I, once … and had flashes when I first found a humor for myself in images, farfetched misalliance that made evasion a revelation? (CP 831) Although this loose sentence almost trails off in uncertainty about even Lowell's "surer" years, it suggests that his technique of "farfetched misalliance" is both an evasion and a source of revelation. In the words of Helen Vendler, this farfetched alliance "describes the creation of metaphor … that brings two unlikely things together." Lowell "used metaphor to shock, to unsettle, to unnerve, to evade the collocation that would strike the reader as confirming a reliable sense of the object of comparison" (75). That description could suit both Lowell's duck (part whistle, part thumb) and Moore's cat (part prune, part alligator).
While both Lowell and Moore draw on metaphor for disconcerting "farfetched misalliance," the resemblance is not simply one of figurative language. Most specifically, they repeatedly describe-each to a rare degree-one animal with the characteristic of another, or of several others. Moore's "scared frog, screaming like a bird" (CPMM 22) undergoes further metamorphosis in one of Lowell's sonnets, where a "large pileated bird flies up, / dropping excretions like a frightened snake" (CP 422), a Moore-like piece of natural observation. Moore's cat has "shadbones regularly set about his mouth, to droop or rise in / unison like the porcupine's quills"; this same cat has "alligator eyes," and is "dangled like an eel" (my italics; CPMM 43). Moore's swan has "flamingo-colored, maple-/ leaflike feet" (CPMM 38). Her mussel shells are "crow-blue" (CPMM 32); her lizard is a "phosphorescent alligator" with "eyes black as the molested bird's" (CPMM 24); her jerboa has fur "buff-brown like the breast of the fawn-breasted / bower-bird" (CPMM 14). Lowell's compounding of animals works exactly the same way; if a creature-metaphorical or actual-can take on an aspect of another, more often than not it does so. His skunk, for example, has an "ostrich tail." He depicts a "sharp-shinned hawk … with reddish-brown buffalo hair" (CP 334). He manages four animals in one and a half lines when his "dusk seal / nightly dog-paddl[es] on the hawk for fish" (CP 508); in the same poem, "trout" move like "dolphin." His cat is "bobtailed, bobbing like a rabbit" (CP 525); his "seal swims like a poodle" (CP 373); a turtle is a "puppy" (CP 810).
Again, Bishop provides an insight into the resemblance. She begins her 1948 essay on Moore by talking about the satisfaction of Moore's metaphors, and ends with praise for Moore's "amazingly uncondescending feeling for animals" (258). Discussing the "immediacy of identification" in Moore's descriptions of animals, she speculates: Does it come simply from her gift of being able to give herself up entirely to the object under contemplation, to feel in all sincerity how it is to be it? (254) Moore herself confirms a similar feeling in her foreword to A Marianne Moore Reader; she explains her interest in "animals and athletes" by saying "They are subjects for art and exemplars of it, are they not? minding their own business. . . . [They] do not make us self-conscious; look their best when caring least" (Complete Prose 552). The idea of giving oneself up to a creature seems central to both the manifestly observant Moore and the more openly emotive Lowell. Like Moore, Lowell sees animals as (ideally) free of human influence or circumscription. Although Perloff argues that most of Lowell's animals are symbols of "the pettiness of mankind" or as "projections of his own mental landscape" (1973:12-13) , they more frequently embody an unconstricted life; they can "break loose, like the Chinook / Salmon" (CP 383). They escape the rigidity and constriction-whether external or internalthat Lowell obsessively fears. For him, animals have none of the selfconsciousness, mannerism, and solipsism that he struggles with and tires of in himself. Lowell sees in them the possibility of being free of the trammels of ego; they represent stable beings that selve (to borrow G. M. Hopkins's term for a human or non-human animal acting as it does most intrinsically). Their identity appears in their every aspect, but without effort or self-consciousness.
Rachel Trousdale, who points out that Moore's skunk receives characteristics of the chipmunk, goat, cuttlefish, otter, pole-cat, and weasel, argues "the shifting identities of the skunk turn out to be constitutive of its real nature. Its strength comes from its flexibility" (126). That the skunk's quick metamorphoses get at "its real nature" might be extended to Moore's and Lowell's other animals, as well. Each poet values how animals selve, and each heightens that uniqueness by compounding it. Moore's and Lowell's metaphors not only see an animal afresh, but see it as so alive as to be bristling with several creatures' essences, indescribable by a single term. By momentarily giving one animal the quality of another (or of several others), the poet gets at its inimitable strangeness. When a hawk acquires a buffalo's color, or a jerboa takes on the color of a fawn and then that of a bower-bird, the usual startling difference of metaphor is multiplied. Such images draw on the leaps in perception made when we go between the creature described and the creature called to mind, but these are shorter leaps than the average metaphor: they compare two entities that are from the same basic kingdom, and often the same sub-group. This short circuit results in a jolt, a vibration of unexpected difference-not even another creature can quite describe this creature!-that ends in reinforcing the animal's utter liveliness. As with his echoes of a very different poet, Lowell is again confessing a limitation; and again, rather than focusing on that limitation he briefly surmounts it, through animals that embody unselfconscious life, singlemindedness, and activity.
Toward the end of Day by Day (1977) , Lowell makes a final attempt at capturing the animation of the natural world. "Shifting Colors" shows a pointedly faded, labored version of his earlier technique:
Poor measured, neurotic mananimals are more instinctive virtuosi.
Ducks splash deceptively like fish; fish break water with the wings of a bird to escape.
A hissing goose sways in statuary anger; purple bluebells rise in ledges on the lake. (CP 829)
Lowell depicts the external, natural world as a perfect circle of transformations: ducks into fish, fish into birds; geese as flowers, flowers as able to soar. Animals, as "more instinctive virtuosi"-it is a strikingly Moore-like phrase-present Lowell with a mode of being beyond that of strained, half-checked neurosis. Marianne Moore, too, offers him momentary escapes from his famous mode; his evocations of her poems allow him to get more said, to express feelings that are neither selfpitying nor self-absorbed. 
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